About Konstrukt

Konstrukt is a small creative shop based in Belgrade, with key focus on branding, UI/UX & web technologies. We have a broad client portfolio with international clients from USA, UK, CH, UAE & Spain. For detailed info about us please visit www.konstrukt.rs

Who are we looking for?

We are looking for a Front-End Web Developer who is motivated to combine the art of design with the art of programming. Responsibilities will include translation of the UI/UX design wireframes to actual code that will produce visual elements of the application. You will work with the UI/UX designer and bridge the gap between graphical design and technical implementation, taking an active role on both sides and defining how the application looks as well as how it works. Mainly beginner tasks will include creation of static, html pages, you will test those pages for cross-browser compatibility using browserstack services, you will create fancy transitions and effects, and furthermore dig into the world of javascript.

What are going to be your responsibilities:

- Develop new user-facing features
- Build reusable html code and libraries for future use mainly using Zurb's foundation framework
- Ensure the technical feasibility of UI/UX designs
- Optimize html for maximum speed and readability
- Collaborate with other team members
What skills and qualifications you need to have:

· Proficient understanding of web markup, including HTML5, semantic code writing,

· Proficient understanding of CSS pre-processing platforms, such as SASS

· Good understanding of SEO principles and ensuring that application will adhere to them.

· Reasonable understanding of Zurb’s foundation Framework. (We prefer Foundation over Bootstrap, since we love cutting edge technologies on front end and the approaches Foundation use). Knowing Bootstrap as well, is a plus.

· Reasonable understanding of client-side scripting and JavaScript frameworks, including ES6 JS standard, Babel and good old jQuery

· Reasonable knowledge of versioning control (we use git and have all our projects on github, thus you will need to know to open an issue, to create branch, commit and handle delegated task)

· Reasonable understanding of vector images, svg manipulation, svg sprites etc. Knowing some SVG animation library such as snap.js is a plus

· Basic knowledge of task managers (Gulp, Grunt)

· Basic understanding of some JavaScript framework/library such as AngularJS, ReactJS, VueJS etc.

· Basic understanding of asynchronous request handling, partial page updates, and AJAX

· Basic knowledge of image authoring tools, to be able to crop, resize, or perform small adjustments on an image. Familiarity with tools such as Photoshop and Illustrator is a plus.
What can you expect from us:

· Paycheck at the beginning of each month.
· Friendly working environment in Belgrade office and possibility to work remotely.
· Full-time engagement with salary increase each year.
· 40 hours workweek.
· Pick to start with work whenever you want from 8.00am to 10.00am.
· Opportunity to constantly learn and improve skills with our senior designers and developers.
· Regular vacations

Sounds good? **Apply with your CV at jobs@konstrukt.rs**